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Cognitive Revolution (1960s):  
Technique of the Light 

Cognitive distortions:  
the effect of our minds  

on the way we feel 
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Mortality: Heart, cancer, stroke, Alzheimer’s, diabetes,  
pneumonia/influenza, kidney diseases and intentional self-harm (suicides)

Depression is a common psychiatric condition  
(15-20% lifetime prevalence in the United States)  

and one of the leading causes of disability worldwide



Causes of Disease and Death: 
General Multifactorial Framework (I) 

1. Planetary Causes 

   1.1 Seven Ray Causes of Disease 

   1.2 Soil (seeds and germs)  

     1.2.1 Human heritage of diseases from  
              Lemuria (Venereal) and Atlantis (Cancer and TB)  

     1.2.2 Other diseases  

    1.3 Cataclysms and other “obscure planetary conditions”  
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Causes of Disease and Death: 
General Multifactorial Framework (II) 

2. Group Causes 

   2.1 National: wars  

   2.2 Social determinants 

     2.2.1 poverty (“economic maladjustments”):  
              malnutrition, overcrowding  

     2.2.2 occupational and environmental diseases  
              (mining, air/water pollution) 

    2.3 Infectious: epidemics (influenza)  
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Causes of Disease and Death: 
General Multifactorial Framework (III) 

3. Individual Causes 

   3.1 Karmic (genetic, congenital, accidents)  

   3.2 Psychological: organic diseases and mental illnesses,  
         arising mostly from emotional factors,  
         and impacting the etheric body, producing 

     3.2.1 Diseases of the brain and the nervous  
             and endocrine systems 
     3.2.2 Diseases of the heart and the respiratory  
              and circulatory systems 
     3.2.3 Other diseases arising from psychological causes 

    3.3 Natural aging and age of the soul (“diseases of the mystics”) 
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Causes of Disease and Death: 

A Radically New (Esoteric) Model
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“All disease is the result of inhibited soul life” 
Master D.K.

Soul (psycho-)centric

Heliocentric Geocentric

Reality 
(Quantum Atom)



Causes of Disease and Death: 

Soul (Psycho)-Centric Model
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1: Lower Unconscious 
2: Middle Unconscious 
3: Higher Unconscious 
4: Field of Consciousness 
5: Conscious Self or "I" 
6: Higher Self 
7: Collective Unconscious 

Source: Roberto Assagioli, M.D.
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Causes of Disease and Death: 

Soul (Psycho)-Centric Model

Dis-eases as distorted reflections of: 

Ray I:   Power (desire/ambition) 
Ray II:  Panic (fear) 
Ray III: Pleasure (desire/sensation) 

Mind
E-motion

Physical vehicle
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Nine Laws of Esoteric Healing

Law I Law II Law III

Law IV Laws V-VI Laws VI-VII
Law VIII Law IX Law X

“Sacred geometry is the contemplation and utilization  
of the archetypal geometric patterns of Nature  

for the purposes of spiritual communion and healing.” 
Alex Champion 
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1. The ONE (Soul LIFE = Monad). 

2. Fundamental DUALITY:  Ancient Law of Evil Sharing,  
                                            New Law of Ancient Dominating Good.  

 3. Triangle (mental, astral or physical polarization of consciousness).  

 4.  Point of Friction. Ray 4: harmony (triangle) through conflict (square). 

 5.  Two energies meet in man:  
               the subtonic [F: Mother Matter] and the tonic [C: Father Spirit]  
              and they are related by the Fifth [G: Son], the Circle of Fifths.  
      Other five energies are present (F-C-G-D-A-E-B).

6. The numbers 6 = 9, reversed and flipped. The sun (9) and the moon (6).  
    The secret of light and darkness.

7. The seven precipitations of the chakras are the endocrine glands. 

Seven Laws
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Metabolic Pathway of Soul and Solar Energies 
in the Human Frame
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Metabolic Pathway of Soul and Solar Energies 
in the Human Frame
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New Diagnostic Tools 

Introscope: Intuitive sense aided by psychological profile tools  
                                                                                (Kiersey, PIP)  
Spectrograms: Sound (voice) and Color (aura) 
  [HeartMath/IONS research on magnetic/quantum fields] 
 
Soul centric (esoteric) medical astrology 

Soul (Psycho)-Centric Model
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New Preventive and Therapeutic Approaches 

Occult Meditation: Cognitive Behavioral 
                          (reprograming firmware) 

Sound Rx (music, chakra tuning) 

Color Rx  (electromagnetic/quantum fields)

Soul (Psycho)-Centric Model
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Geometry Becomes Music, the Language of the Heart  
  

Making Sound From Within: 
The Roots of Just Intonation
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Ethical dilemmas (Law IX):   

… perfect poise (alignment with the soul),  
a completed point of view (omniscience) and  

divine understanding (of the Will of God). 
 

The practice of compassionate harmlessness 

When to intervene in Nature’s ways?  
Natural remedies. 

Genetics, metabolic diseases, 
birth defects (pregnancy interruptions),  
antibiotics, immunizations, birth control,  

gender dysphoria.  

How to discern material from spiritual causes?  

Playing God?   

Points of friction vs soul errors?  
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“To contemplate is to reproduce by similarity.”  

Vicente Beltrán-Anglada (1915-1988) 

"Truth ought to be presented in such a way  
that it convinces without binding,  

and that it may appeal even without convincing...  
And only the language of the heart can accomplish this."
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1. Profound attentiveness (Eye: clear cold light, melody) 

2. Serene expectancy (Heart: marking time, rhythm) 

3. Perfect adaptability (Throat: just intonation, harmony)

Agni Yoga 
The Practice of the Presence



Song of a Wounded Healer:  
What I Did for Love  

(songwriters Marvin Hamlisch (music)  
& Edward Kleban (lyrics) in Michael Bennett’s A Chorus Line) 

Kiss today goodbye 
The sweetness and the sorrow 
Wish me luck, the same to you 

But I can't regret 
What I did for love,  
what I did for love 

[…] 
Gone? Love is never gone! 

As we travel on 
Love's what we'll remember 
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Song of a Wounded Healer:  
What I Did for Love  

Gone? Love is never gone! 
As we travel on 

Love's what we'll remember
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The wound, the healing wound, is both our weakness and a key  
for our way out from the labyrinth of pain. 

We experiment the sweetness and the sorrow  
of our attachments and their inevitable wounds.  

We experience the pain of disappointments,  
as the unreal reveals the real.  

We express the ever forgiving love  
of the immortal Life abiding in the true Self.
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The mystic is too apt to feel that the occultist 
over-estimates the way of knowledge and 
repeats glibly that the mind is the slayer of the 
real and that the intellect can give him nothing. 
The occultist is equally apt to despise the 
mystical way and to regard the mystical method 
as "lying far behind him". But both must learn to 
tread the way of wisdom. The mystic must and 
will inevitably become the occultist and this 
whether he likes the process or not. He cannot 
escape it in the long run, but the occultist is not 
a true one until he recovers the mystical 
experience and translates it into terms of 
synthesis.  -TSR II, 544
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The Quest  
A post-rational mysticism 

To conceive the idea and visualize the ideal of a new 
spiritual approach to God from a radically new 
scientifically experienced perspective... a scientific 
approach which can lead us from the darkness of 
rational ignorance to the Light of Intuitive 
Knowledge, from the unreal sense of separativeness 
to the Realization of Unity, and from the 
transfigurative death of the form to the Livingness 
of the Immortal Self.  
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http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/articles/2nB1psRz3JFQpzDh6J2Z6xl/is-mindfulness-meditation-dangerous
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Hardware vs Firmware

http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/articles/2nB1psRz3JFQpzDh6J2Z6xl/is-mindfulness-meditation-dangerous
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José Becerra, M.D. 
SRI-USR Conference 2016  

www.ngsm.org/eh.pdf

Healing:  
Making Sound From Within
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Workshop



Our Father (The Lord's Prayer) 
1662 Anglican  

http://www.ngsm.org/prayer.htm  

A. Our Father, which art in heaven, 

    B1. hallowed be thy name; 
    B2. thy kingdom come; 
    B3. thy will be done, in earth as it is in heaven. 
    B4. Give us this day our daily bread. 
    B5. And forgive us our trespasses,  
           as we forgive them that trespass against us. 
    B6. And lead us not into temptation; 
    B7. but deliver us from evil. 

C. [For thine is the kingdom, the power, and the  
      glory, for ever and ever.]   Amen. 
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“Say each day, with care and thought, a very familiar prayer, 
The Lord's Prayer. It has many meanings and the trite and 
usual Christian significance is not for you. Ponder on this most 
ancient formula of truth and interpret it entirely in terms of a 
formula for the dissipation of illusion. Write an exegesis on it 
from this angle, taking it phrase by phrase and regarding it as 
giving us seven keys to the secret of the elimination of 
glamour. The formula (which is not essentially a prayer) can be 
divided as follows: 
 
    a. Invocation to the solar Lord. 
    b. Seven sentences, embodying seven keys for the  
        dissipation of illusion.    
    c. A final affirmation of divinity. 
 
Use your intuition and apply these all to the subject of 
glamour and see at what knowledge you will arrive.  Then 
write it down in the form of an interpretation or article and 
we may arrive at much value.” 

 
Glamour: A World Problem, pp.24-25
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Healing:  
Making Sound From Within
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Workshop

University of the Seven Rays 

14 April 2016
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Causes of Disease and Death: 

A Radically New (Esoteric) Model
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“All disease is the result of inhibited soul life” 
Master D.K.

Soul (psycho-)centric

Heliocentric Geocentric

Reality 
(Quantum Atom)
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Causes of Disease and Death: 

Soul (Psycho)-Centric Model

Dis-eases as distorted reflections of: 

Ray I:   Power (desire/ambition) 
Ray II:  Panic (fear) 
Ray III: Pleasure (desire/sensation) 

Mind
E-motion

Physical vehicle



Causes of Disease and Death: 
General Multifactorial Framework (III) 

3. Individual Causes 

   3.1 Karmic (genetic, congenital, accidents)  

   3.2 Psychological: organic diseases and mental illnesses,  
         arising mostly from emotional factors,  
         and impacting the etheric body, producing 

     3.2.1 Diseases of the brain and the nervous  
             and endocrine systems 
     3.2.2 Diseases of the heart and the respiratory  
              and circulatory systems 
     3.2.3 Other diseases arising from psychological causes 

    3.3 Natural aging and age of the soul (“diseases of the mystics”) 
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Specific Problems of Disciples 

Heart (functional heart disease) and circulatory system  
(“blood is the life”: circulation of life essence) [Ray 7] 

Brain and nervous system (glandular imbalance) [Rays 2 and 6] 

Respiratory system (circulation of soul energy which is love) [Ray 1] 

Functional activity of the chakras (the vagus nerve as the major  
directing agent of distribution for the average disciple)  

[see: EH 140-220] 
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New Diagnostic Tools 

Introscope: Intuitive sense aided by psychological profile tools  
                                                                                (Kiersey, PIP)  
Spectrograms: Sound (voice) and Color (aura) 
  [HeartMath/IONS research on magnetic/quantum fields] 
 
Soul centric (esoteric) medical astrology 

New Preventive and Therapeutic Approaches 

Occult Meditation: Cognitive Behavioral 
                          (reprograming firmware) 
Sound Rx (music, chakra tuning) 

Color Rx  (electromagnetic/quantum fields)

Soul (Psycho)-Centric Model
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RGB Model of the Seven Ray Psychological Types

Ray   I: Red 
Ray  II: Blue 
Ray III: Green

R1
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Keirsey's four temperaments:  
striking resemblance to Bailey ray types:  

-Artisans (Ray IV),  
-Rationals (Ray V),  
-Idealists (Ray VI) and  
-Guardians (Ray VII).

Sensing / Intuition (S/N): How do we gather information? 

Thinking / Feeling (T/F): How do we process information? 

Judging / Perceiving (J/P): How do we act on information? 

AND 

One general disposition: Extroversion / Introversion (E/I).

S=3, N=2 

T=1, F=2 

J=1, P=3
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Proposed Correspondences of the Keirsey Types  
and the Seven Rays
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Nine Laws of Esoteric Healing

Law I Law II Law III

Law IV Laws V-VI Laws VI-VII
Law VIII Law IX Law X

“Sacred geometry is the contemplation and utilization  
of the archetypal geometric patterns of Nature  

for the purposes of spiritual communion and healing.” 
Alex Champion 
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1. The ONE (Soul LIFE = Monad). 

2. Fundamental DUALITY:  Ancient Law of Evil Sharing,  
                                            New Law of Ancient Dominating Good.  

 3. Triangle (mental, astral or physical polarization of consciousness).  

 4.  Point of Friction. Ray 4: harmony (triangle) through conflict (square). 

 5.  The Golden Section generating the Spiral of Life. Cycles.   
      Right proportions (music). Two energies meet in man  
               the subtonic [F: Mother Matter] and the tonic [C: Father Spirit]  
              and they are related by the Fifth [G: Son], the Circle of Fifths.  
      Other five energies are present (F-C-G-D-A-E-B).

6. The numbers 6 = 9, reversed and flipped. The sun (9) and the moon (6).  
    The secret of light and darkness.

7. The seven precipitations of the chakras are the endocrine glands. 

Seven Laws: Two Theorems and Five Lemmas
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Metabolic Pathway of Soul and Solar Energies 
in the Human Frame
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